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Quantitative analysis using EDS or WDS of phases containing elements with interfering X-ray
lines presents challenges to the microanalyst. To illustrate some of these challenges,
quantitative analysis of a two phase Ti-V-Al-Fe sample was done.
A sample of Ti-V-Al-Fe metal was examined in an FESEM. EDS and WDS data were collected
using a Thermo Scientific™ UltraDry™ EDS detector and the Thermo Scientific™ MagnaRay™
WDS Spectrometer. EDS and WDS data were processed using the Thermo Scientific™ NORAN™
System 7. Quantitative analysis was done at 15 kV. EDS spectral imaging was done at 10 kV.
Two phases (Figs. 1, 2) were identified using COMPASS™ spectral phase mapping, which
identifies phases based on the principle component analysis of the EDS spectrum at each pixel
[1].
~5 µm, V-rich (~13 wt% V) grains occur along the boundaries of larger, ~10 µm, V-poor (~3
wt% V) grains. Quantitative results are in Table 1.
Ti Kβ line is only separated from V Kα by 17 eV; these X-ray lines are indistinguishable by EDS
and are poorly resolved by WDS (Fig. 3). The effect of this interference in the WDS quantitative
analyses of these phases is the over-estimate of V.
There are three methods by which this shortcoming may be overcome. First, the V Kβ line is an
appealing peak on which to count because there is no interfering energy line in this sample.
However, greatly (>10×) extended acquisition times are required for counting the V Kβ line in
the V-rich grains. In the V-poor grains, the V concentrations are low (~3 wt%) and the V Kβ line
cannot be distinguished from the background. Second, a difference method can be utilized.
This method subtracts the wt% of the other elements from 100% with the remainder
representing the V concentration. This method requires that only one line is confounding and
that the measurement of the remaining elements is done perfectly. The third method is to
perform EDS quantitative analysis with standards. It is typically assumed that WDS is more
accurate than EDS. However, EDS has peak deconvolution methodologies with both
standards-based and standardless quantitative analysis, providing more accurate results than
WDS in this case.
WDS is necessary technique for confirming the presence or absence of interfering elements,
but unless the WDS spectrometer is able to completely resolve interfering X-ray lines, it cannot
be used for accurate quantitative analysis. In addition, interfering energy lines confound the
phase mapping. The peak deconvolution methods involved in modern EDS quantitative
analysis provide accurate results when WDS is unable to do so. In addition, the utilization of
EDS-based COMPASS discriminates phases with only subtle compositional differences.
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